MORITZ COLLEGE OF LAW
STUDY ABROAD WHILE AT MORITZ

The Office of International and Graduate Affairs offers many opportunities for students to travel, study, and work
abroad. Global competency and an appreciation for cultural diversity are imperative skills that lawyers need to
possess and meaningfully cultivate in order to be effective advocates, thought leaders, and citizens in today’s
deeply interconnected world. Through study aboard and exchange programs, highly qualified law students are
able to sample vast academic and cultural programs and return home armed with an enriched understanding of
the law through a transnational lens.

FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES
VOGEL INTERNATIONAL FELLOWSHIP

This fellowship was created in 2005 by Moritz alumnus Stephen Vogel ’78. These endowed funds are used to
encourage Moritz students to engage in international opportunities. Each year, several awards of up to $1,000
are granted to need- and merit-based applicants participating in one of the College’s sponsored education
abroad programs.
INTERNATIONAL SUMMER SERVICE FELLOWSHIPS

The Finn Summer Fellowships enable three Moritz J.D. students to devote eight to ten weeks to public interest
training and legal service outside of the United States with a one-time, non-renewable stipend of $7,000. These
fellowships were made possible by the support of Mike ’67 and Janet Finn, longstanding partners in the public
interest training and global service visions of the law school. The Finns also support a year-long, international
public interest fellowship for a recent law graduate.

OXFORD SUMMER PROGRAM

»» Oxford, England
»» Six credits

The University of Oxford-The Ohio State University Summer Law Program is over
30 years old, making it one of the oldest overseas law programs in existence. The
program is limited to 65 participants and offers students the unique opportunity to
study with faculty from both the University of Oxford in England and Moritz. Students
learn about the British and American legal systems through a combination of class
work, guest lectures, and excursions throughout Oxford and London.
The program houses students in private rooms at St. Anne’s College and provides
them with full board—three meals a day, seven days a week. Participants can choose
from among five different courses and earn up to six hours of credit toward their law
degrees. Tuition costs are kept low for a study abroad program of this scope, making
our summer of study in Oxford an excellent value.

EXCHANGE PROGRAMS

Moritz students have the opportunity to participate in exchange programs for a semester or summer at universities
around the world. Many of our partners also offer language and culture programs for international students.
PEKING UNIVERSITY SEMESTER EXCHANGE PROGRAM

»» Beijing, China
»» Semester

The PKU Law School exchange program is specially designed for law students drawn
from an impressive network of universities all over the world who wish to deepen
their understanding of the forces shaping Chinese law and culture. The program
offers a unique opportunity for the participants to expand their knowledge of both
Chinese law and international law. Courses are taught in either Chinese (Mandarin)
or English. Leading faculty members from PKU Law School will offer Chinese law
courses specially designed for international students

COMILLAS PONTIFICAL UNIVERSITY SEMESTER EXCHANGE PROGRAM

»» Madrid, Spain
»» Semester

Comillas Faculty of Law offers a master’s degree in international and European
business law. This program is offered entirely in English. These courses are
complemented with practical seminars and lectures, visits to law firms and
professional seminars, and networking opportunities with leading Spanish and
European legal professionals.

EAST CHINA UNIVERSITY OF POLITICAL SCIENCE AND LAW SUMMER EXCHANGE PROGRAM

»» Shanghai, China
»» Summer

The ECUPL Summer School in Chinese Law provides law students from around the
world the opportunity to develop a preliminary understanding of the theory and
practice of the Chinese legal system, society, and culture. The courses are taught by
some of the finest faculty members, who are not only proficient in English, but also
experienced in international legal practice. In this program, students take intensive
courses on the Chinese legal system, pay visits to local law institutions, and immerse
themselves in various aspects of Chinese culture.

SOUTHWEST UNIVERSITY OF POLITICAL SCIENCE AND LAW SUMMER EXCHANGE PROGRAM

»» Chongqing, China
»» Summer

The Experience SWUPL Summer Program was inaugurated to promote friendship
between SWUPL and their partner universities, including Moritz. The program is
delivered in English with combinations of lectures, seminars, activities, and field trips
related to the Chinese legal system, economy, society, language, and culture.

UNIVERSITY OF BRASILIA LAW SCHOOL SUMMER EXCHANGE PROGRAM

»» Brasilia, Brazil
»» Summer

The Brazilian Law Exchange Program is an intensive course aimed at introducing
foreign students to the Brazilian legal system in distinct areas, such as constitutional
law, environmental law, regulatory law, competition law, and alternative dispute
resolution systems. All courses are taught in English to a small group of students,
providing a rich environment for the exchange of ideas and learning.

